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What We Will Learn
• How to identify and process high-value
opportunities

EXERCISE: REQUEST FOR
PROPOSAL
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The Situation
Harry Potter Book Release

Step 1: Customer Riff
We are a modest independent bookstore downtownwith a loyal base of book lovers as
customers. Next month the new Harry Potter book is being released and we want to
make a big deal at the store.
We thought we would hire some people to dress as characters, and we would do a bit of
decorating the old-fashioned way. But we started thinking that we could go way bigger.
Perhaps we could do something with lights, sound, and video to really immerse our
guests into this world.
I realize that we could never sell enough books in one night to pay for such an event, but
we would plan to invite the press and other influencers in the area and beyond. We could
really get some attention if we did this right, which would lead to increasing our
customer base long term.
We don’t have a lot of space – it is a single story shop with book shelves up and down the
aisles. The front third of the store is far more open with low book tables and seating.
These things could be moved around as needed for the event. We often host book
signings in this area.
Let me know if you can help us create a memorable event!

What Might Happen Next?

What Do We Know So Far?

“We are a rental company, you need a
producer.”
“Do you know how many lights you need?”
“What’s your budget?”
“Here’s a proposal.”
“Boss, do we want to mess with this?”
“Hey, I need a scenic design and renderings
ASAP.”

• Confidence buyer: You are the expert
• They already know this is a strategic
investment
• They see challenges and seek your
creativity
• They already underestimate what you can
accomplish
• This may look like a transaction, but…

What Should Happen Instead?

Step 2: Discovery

• Thoughtful Response:
– Is there potential value to the customer
beyond the “transactional” surface?
– Have we asked the right questions yet?

• If Yes,

– Can you deliver more value than what the
elements are worth? How?

• If No,
– Are you sure?

• “Can you tell me more about how you will
promote the event?”
– Instead of ‘How many people do you expect?’

• “How many HP books would you normally
expect to sell and how many will be sold in the
city?”
– What would double or quadrupling your share
mean to you?

• “If you sell more books on first day, does that
indicate that you will sell more overall?”
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Customer Responses

What Do We Know Now?

“We have some Facebook followers and a small
mailing list…Customers are asking what we will
do.”
“We are hoping to get someone from the weekly
newspaper to cover this.”
“There are people that like independent
bookstores that may not know about us, but we
really want to build the youth segment.”
“Typically if we sell 100 books in pre-release we sell
500 overall.”

• They have thought about this:
Customers are weighing their options
• They have a measurable ROI: Youth
readers in the store and more followers.
• A solution with long-term results would
be valuable

Step 3: Ideation
• Process the information you have and
discover a valuable response
• Team approach is best
– Bring your best Sales, Design, and Delivery
minds together

• Leave your comfort zone!

Step 3a: Sales Ideation
Identify 3 areas where the
client will be negatively
impacted if they do
nothing:
1. Won’t sell as
many HP books
2. Won’t grow
followers
3. Miss out on
built-in hype of
HP release

Identify three ways to
measure successful
execution of this project:
1. Sell some books!
2. Great PR
3. Build a larger
mailing list
4. Permanently
increase traffic
to the store

Step 3b: Sales Ideation

Step 3a: Technical/Design Ideation

Propose one terrific “moonshot” idea: Something the
client wouldn’t think to ask for, but addresses the Riff in
a unique way:
Build Pre-sales: Pre-sale website and
email build-up. Create a Sorting Hat line
in addition to the overall customer
experience. Meet Dumbledore to pickup
your pre-purchased book. Photo Op.

Brainstorm up to 5 ideas which you feel will answer the clients
needs while ref lecting your passion for technology/design:
1. Expand the environment: Tent in parking lot to
create environment. Use a costumed valet service
to solve parking.
2. Projection map Hogwarts onto building.
Enhance with animated elements and surprises.
Run mapping for several days in advance.
3. Magic Stations: wand effects using Xbox Kinect
4. Setup tests in shop and get news coverage to
build hype
5. Get live news coverage. Capture video for
future marketing
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Step 3b: Technical/Design Ideation
Propose one terrific “moonshot” idea: Something the client
wouldn’t think to ask for, but addresses the Riff in a unique way:

Projection mapping content with
surprises and adverts built-in

Step 3b: Crew Ideation
Propose one terrific “moonshot” idea: Something the
client wouldn’t think to ask for, but addresses the Riff in
a unique way:
Create additional revenue with sponsors
and trade show (and we rent them
technology)

Step 5: Validate
Review the previous list:
1. Cross out any item that does not help
answer the client’s Riff
2. Cross out any item that does not
address Sales’ negative impact list
3. Cross out any item that is in conflict
with Sales’ measures of success

Step 3a: Crew Ideation
Brainstorm up to 5 ideas which you feel will answer the
clients needs while ref lecting your passion for
technology/design:
1. Will need to setup a control area in back
of truck
2. Put a technician in costume to monitor
effects
3. Create a mini-trade show and get paid
exhibitors
4. Big monitors for people waiting in line
promoting other events at bookstore
5. Sign-up Kiosks for mailing lists

Step 4: Curate
From your three lists, consolidate all ideas below, leaving out any duplicates:
1. Experience in line
2. Sorting Hat
3. Dumbledore & Wand effects
4. Pre-sale website priority line
5. Utilize parking lot to expand experience – possible Tent
6. Projection Map, effects, combine with promotional ads?
7. Live news coverage and pre-event hype
8. Video document for future promos
9. Techs in costumes
10. Trade show partners
11. Advertising on displays
12. Sponsors
13. Project on tent

Step 6: Curate
From your three lists, consolidate all ideas below, leaving out any duplicates:
1. Experience in line
2. Sorting Hat
3. Dumbledore & Wand effects
4. Pre-sale website priority line
5. Utilize parking lot to expand experience – possible Tent
6. Projection Map, effects, combine with promotional ads?
7. Live news coverage and pre-event hype
8. Video document for future promos
9. Techs in costumes
10. Trade show partners
11. Advertising on displays
12. Sponsors
13. Project on tent interior wall
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Step 5: Moonshot

You Can Do This

What is your best Moonshot idea? (needs to agree with
the remaining points from Step 3b):
Create a Sorting Hat registration webpage
design for presales. Develop a
Dumbledore wand trick to reveal book
and Sorting Hat with audio.

Step 6: Your Pitch

The biggest benefit to IDEATION is
that the collective is smarter than
any one individual.

Deliver your pitch in three sections, each by a different
person:
1. Needs and goals, features
2. Results, exceeding expectations
3. ROI

Step 6a: Needs

Step 6b: Outcomes

We understand what your needs and
goals are and we believe we can provide
an incredible experience for you through
these features:
A not-to-be-missed EXCLUSIVE sorting
hat and Dumbledore experience
Interactive Displays to capture ad hoc
shoppers and build your mailing list
Plenty of news and social media worthy
moments for added PR

This package will dramatically increase
your pre-sale orders. Having separate
sorting hat and POP lines will improve
crowd control and attendee satisfaction.
Additional exhibit stations will entertain
POP lines and encourage Pre-Sale
customers to linger (and buy more).
Impulse sales will be significant.
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Step 6c: ROI
We understand that cost is a key
consideration, but every additional
customer is worth $35 in sales at this event
alone. Here are the reasons we feel we can
deliver an exceptional ROI. We will measure
success by the number of folks that visit this
event. The more people we get to the store,
the more books you will sell, the more likes
on FB, the more subscribers to your
newsletter, the more folks that will come to
other events. The PR for this event will
benefit long after this book has shared its
magic.

Step 7: Narrative Proposal
• Option 1: The basic pitch
• Option 2: Increase value to buyer
• Option 3: Sell the Dream

Option 2:
In addition to Option 1, we will
develop your registration squeeze
page and graphics, customize your
Facebook and Youtube pages, and
post pics and videos live during the
event. This will deliver continuity in
the look and feel of the pre-event
experience and actually being there.
Additional cost $$

Step 6d: Answer Questions
• “What we need at this point is a sense
of the right ROI for you, and then we
can create a proposal with options to
zero in on the final project.”

Option 1:
We will deliver the described
experience for <cite $$ range>
depending on which
experiences or ideas will
deliver the outcomes you want
most.

Option 3:
Let’s make it a block party! Food trucks,
sponsors, bounce houses. We will put a tent
in your parking lot and recreate the great
hall for the sorting hat. Plus this will make
room for sponsor exhibits to drive extra
revenue and involve groups that will deliver
more attendees. You can put a POS station
outside of the store. The store will house
themed exhibits and related products to
extend the buying experience. Projection
mapping will make sure we make the
evening television news. Additional cost $$
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Step 8: Agreement
• Adapt the buyer feedback and choices
to their preferred Option and ROI
(budget)
• Use options to leverage ROI against
payment schedule

Food for Thought?
• What portion of your business lends
itself to outcome selling?
• How will you ensure that every RFP
response is “thoughtful”?
• Do you need to respond to more or
fewer RFPs? How will you accomplish
that?

The Service Proposal Template
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Background or Situation
Goals & Objectives
Measures of Success
Value to the Company
Scope of Work and Options
Timeline
Mutual Accountabilities
Terms & Conditions
Confirmation or Next Steps

Questions?
• Standby for some tips on how to start
this today…

Start Today

Sales & Marketing
Reserve Spots for Your Team: tom@trstimson.com

• Welcome buyers that want guidance
• Look for hidden depth beyond the
transaction
• Using framing language to draw a sense
of the client budget
• Don’t pitch what you could do; pitch
what the client “should” do.
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Want More?
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